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Connecticut Waterfront Property Premium in Areas with Flood Risk

Abstract:
This paper investigates the premium paid for waterfront property along the Connecticut
shoreline and how that premium is affected by its vulnerability to coastal flooding as measured
by its location relative to the FEMA 100-year and 500-year flood zones. The primary analysis is
a comparison of the rate of appreciation of properties within each flood zone relative to coastal
properties outside the flood-zone. An analysis of the impact of Super Storm Sandy in 2012 on
the appreciation rate is also presented. It is hypothesized that the rate of appreciation of
properties within the 100-year flood zone is lower following Hurricane Sandy than preceding it,
as the market discounts the at-risk properties in acknowledgement of the increasing flood risk.
Additionally, if properties within the flood zone are appreciating at a lesser rate than those
outside the flood zone it is assumed that this can be ascribed to a decrease in demand for these
properties and effectively the market discounting them for their increased risk and associated
costs.
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Introduction:
As climate change and associated sea level rise occurs, coastal communities around the
world will be profoundly affected. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC,
2013) forecasts global mean sea level to rise between 26 and 98 centimeters by 2100. This large
range is due, mainly, to uncertainty in the rate of melting of land-fast ice and the trajectory of
future carbon dioxide emissions. Parris et al. (2012) examined a wider range of studies and
suggested an increase of up to 200 centimeters by 2100 was possible. An increase of this
magnitude would reshape the coastline of the United States and substantially disrupt the
economy. Southern New England is particularly vulnerable since warming will likely lead to
changes in the circulation patterns in the Atlantic that cause southern New England to experience
a higher than average sea level change. Figure 1 shows that four approaches to estimating the
upper limit to the likely increase in mean sea level at Connecticut’s shoreline are in approximate
agreement until 2050. After that, the levels continue to increase but the methods predict different
values as a consequence of insufficient knowledge about the climate system and global CO2
emission. In recognition of the potentially dangerous consequences of sea level rise, in 2018 the
Connecticut legislature adopted, and the Governor signed, Public Act 18-82, An Act Concerning
Climate Change Planning and Resiliency Rise in Connecticut, that required the municipalities
and state agencies to plan for up to 50 cm (or 20 inches) of sea level rise above the National
Tidal Datum by 2050, and additional increases after that (see O’Donnell, 2019).
Rao (2017) assessed the value of property in the coastal states on land that would be
permanently submerged if mean sea level rose 6ft. There was a wide disparity in impact that
could be largely attributed to coastal geography though only 1.3% of the total number of homes
in Connecticut would be impacted, their value totaled $13.2 billion. In contrast, Florida would
lose 12.6% of its housing at a value of $413 billon.
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Figure 1. A summary of four different projections for future mean sea level at the
Connecticut shore from O’Donnell (2019). Projections based on Connecticut tide gage
observations are shown in blue, the IPCC (2013) RPC 4.5 model simulations near Long
Island Sound are shown by the yellow line, and the semi-empirical models and ice budgets
are shown by the orange and magenta line following the approach of Parris (2012).

Though large changes in the mean sea level will obviously lead to permanent inundation
of low lying coastal areas, even small changes will undoubtedly cause flood prone areas to be
flooded more frequently (see, O’Donnell and O’Donnell, 2012). Consequently, long before large
areas of the land permanently disappear beneath the ocean, coastal properties owners will notice
increased costs associated with maintenance and insurance. Other effects will also be apparent.
For example, on North Carolina’s Outer Banks it is anticipated that the rate of shoreline erosion
will accelerate and extensive areas that are currently heavily developed will become
uninhabitable. Warming of the atmosphere is also likely to impact weather patterns. According
to Zhang (2015), the frequency of “extreme storms,” which lead to high storm surges, has
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increased for most US coastal areas. Storm waves are also likely to be more energetic and
therefore will accelerate coastal erosion.
For the purpose of setting flood insurance rates, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) has prepared maps that define areas that are termed the 100 and 500-year flood
zones. Land within the 100-year zone has a greater than 1% probability per year of being
flooded. Similarly, within the 500-year zone there is at least a 1/500 chance per year that the land
will flood. Most towns and States regulate construction in these zones to ensure that building in
these areas are flood tolerant, and all loans backed by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC) must purchase insurance from the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). In
Connecticut, the boundaries of the 100-year flood zone have been determined by careful analyses
of the observations of coastal water level fluctuations for almost 100-years and accurate land
level surveys. The elevation of the 100-year flood zone boundary varies across the State since the
tidal amplitude and the magnitude of storm surges increases to the west. The 500-year zone is
less accurately estimated and is simply 1.25 times the elevation of the 100-year zone. Since the
flood zones are defined for use in the real estate market, for the purposes of this paper it is
assumed that properties within the 500-year zone have the same positive values related to
proximity to the coast as the 100-year zone properties, but with a lower level of flood risk. Thus,
it is anticipated that the impact of sea level rise on the demand for coastal property will be
manifest in the market values of properties in the 100-year-zone first.
An obvious impact of sea level rise is that the risk of coastal flooding will increase and
that the cost of ownership of coastal properties (i.e, insurance and repairs) will be reflected in the
real estate market. As consumers are rational and risk averse, it can be assumed that property that
is likely to be affected by forecasted sea level rise and flooding will be less desirable, and as a
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result will suffer price decreases, or a slower rate of appreciation relative to properties not at-risk
of flooding. Additionally, there are a number of externalities that would affect residents of these
coastal areas. Coastal erosion is likely to increase significantly as sea level rise occurs. Shoreline
property owners may have to consider retreating from the shoreline if mitigation approaches do
not provide sufficient protection from flood risk. (Alexander, Ryan, Measham, 2011).
Consequently, there are substantial both private and public investments in large projects to
mitigate effects of climate adaptation via sea walls and other coastal defenses. Unfortunately,
these investments often result in structures that have been shown to negatively impact the
environment as well as not provide the expected protection from coastal storms. These
investments are evidence that there are significant financial consequences of forecasted climate
adaptation.
This paper is particularly focused on the correlation between flood risk and the fair
market value of coastal properties. If it is accounted for, it can be assumed that the prices of these
properties are discounted for the risk of flooding. Essentially, how the selling price of properties
in areas at-risk of significant impact of sea level rise, (measured through flooding), has changed
over the past few decades compared to the performance of the housing market. It is assumed that
if not for sea level rise, the sales price of properties in these flood risk areas would react to the
market the same way as any other region. A property is “at-risk” and assumed to be most
affected by sea level rise if it is included in the flood zone of that municipality. The question is if
the coastal real estate market premium is decreasing in areas at significant risk of more frequent
flooding and sea level rise. If a trend of decreasing premium of waterfront property is occurring
in flood zones relative to the appreciation of property in the area, it is assumed sea level rise is a
contributing factor.
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It is widely accepted that a premium is paid for coastal property. Historically, the value of
coastal property came from the economic advantages it offered: potential for irrigation of crops,
fishing, sea trade, etc. Although these values still exist and are reflected in the real estate market,
the value of waterfront property has transitioned to aesthetic and recreational use. As the location
examples used in this paper are primarily towns in which the value attributed to the waterfront
property is resulting from recreational use and aesthetic, these features will be of primary focus.
Based on past trading prices of properties in Connecticut, and comparing the trend of properties
in flood zones to those in not in the flood zone, but still close proximity to the coast, the
influence of sea level rise on property values in these areas will be determined. If no flood-zone
has no impact, it is assumed that the properties would appreciate or depreciate at a rate very
similar to the rest of the market.
Background
Value of Proximity to Water
Although the ocean is a public good, (with exceptions), direct water access and waterfront
property typically are a private good. The distance to an ocean or lake has a strong inverse relationship
with the selling price as shown by Archarya and Bennett (2001). Generally, the closer a property is to the
water, the higher the price. However, as distance from the body of water increases, the rate at which the
selling price falls increases as shown by Lansford and Jones (1995). This shows that the value of
property near the water decreases, at an increasing rate, the further from the water the property is located.
Presumably this can be associated to the lack of the attributes which increase the value of properties with
immediate water access. The value, (or presence), of a water view, that is likely obstructed, decreases.
The highest quality ocean views can increase the value, compared to an otherwise similar property, up to
60%, as determined by Benson, Hansen, Schwartz, and Smersh (1998). Additionally, the value attributed
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to the recreational aspect of waterfront property also decreases as distance increases. For example,
convenience is significantly hindered, cost of transportation becomes a factor, etc. As a result, the
premium paid for waterfront property decreases with distance from the coast.
Premium for Waterfront Property
The magnitude of this premium varies depending location. The most expensive waterfront real
estate is located in Hawaii, California, and Long Island Sound, (New York and Connecticut). Krause
(2014). The least expensive waterfront real estate is in Florida and the Midwest Great Lakes region.
Interestingly, the premium that is paid for waterfront property in these areas is significantly larger, as a
percent difference, than the premium paid in the most expensive regions. This was demonstrated by Seiler
(2001), who studied the effect of Lake Erie views on property values, which they found to be up to a 90%
premium. Comparing similar houses in the same location, Garrod and Willis (1994) found that waterfront
access adds an average premium of 3-5%. More recently, using a similar framework, Luttik (2000) found
that comparable homes with a water view in the same town sold for premiums of 8-10%. As concluded by
Krause (2014), nationally the median value of waterfront homes is more than double the median value of
all single family homes. However, it is clear that each location premium varies.
Using data from the 100 million homes that have been listed on the real estate marketplace
service Zillow, the historical median value of waterfront single family homes, and all single family homes
nation-wide was compared. Using data from the marketplace service Zillow (Krause 2014) the historical
median value of waterfront property has compared to the median value of all homes in the period 19972014. The difference between the median value of waterfront to all other homes can be considered the
premium paid for waterfront property. Admittedly, this is not reflective of the dollar, nor percent
premium, that would be paid in one location for a home with water access compared to a home without;
however, it does demonstrate the dramatic price differential of homes with any qualities associated with
waterfront, commercial or recreational. For this study “Waterfront property” was defined as “properties
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located on an ocean or lake with a total combined size of 10 square kilometers of surface area or greater.”
Note this illustrated value is inclusive of the historical sale price of all homes listed in the Zillow
database, using different metrics than the Census Bureau used for their own study which only
incorporated the prices of new homes.

Figure 1. Values from Krause (2014).
The trends of the curve representing the median value of waterfront homes and the curve for all
homes with respect to time correlate well. However, the difference between the median values, otherwise
known as the premium, has grown over time. More recent studies have also reported a greater waterfront
premium in specific locations, such as Tampa, than previous studies did which coincides with the
increasing premium nationally. As the premium rises in localities, so too will the national premium. The
greatest premium was at the peak of the housing market, 2007, which showed the highest median values
for both waterfront homes and all homes. At the peak, the premium was 143%, a dramatic increase from
the 1997 premium of 63.37%. Resulting from the Recession of 2008, waterfront home values fell
proportionately more than all other homes; waterfront homes median value fell 26% between 2007 and
2011, whereas all other homes median decreased only 20%. This indicates the volatility for waterfront
property is greater than other homes. A possible explanation for this is that many waterfront properties are
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either considered a luxury, and or a second home; during an economic recession the income effect would
presumably decrease the demand for these goods.
Over the past decades, the premium has grown larger, but in 2014 was less than it was in 2007,
prior to the housing market failure. . This suggests the premium was growing leading up to the recession,
but so far has failed to recover to pre-recession levels. At the of the housing market trough, values for
both waterfront and for all homes, the premium was 126%. In 1997 the premium was roughly 63%, so
there has clearly been an increase in the premium over the past 20 years. However, as of 2014, the
premium was 116%. This could mean that waterfront property values are not recovering as well as the
rest of the market, or that there is less demand for waterfront property.
Decline in Premium
The median values of both waterfront and non-waterfront properties have been increasing since
2012The Zillow valuation shows that since 2011 overall median home values have risen 13%, while
waterfront homes have only increased 8%. This effectively means that the premium is decreasing. The
current premium of 116% is below the 2005 premium of 120%. Since 2012, the average annual
appreciation of the median value of all other homes has been 2.7%, while the average annual appreciation
of waterfront homes has only been 1.7%. Compared to the average annual appreciation rate of the
medians between 1997 and 2011, 3.445% for all other homes and 5.923% for waterfront homes, neither
market is performing as well as prior to the recession. However, the average annual percent change of all
homes between 2012 and 2014, compared to the average annual rate from 1997 to 2011 has already
recovered to 80% of the historical rate, while the waterfront homes appreciation rate has only recovered
to 28.96% of the average appreciation from 1997 to 2011. Again, this indicates that for the first time all
other homes are increasing in value more quickly than waterfront homes.
Waterfront homes lost a greater portion of their value from 2008 to 2012 than all homes lost, and
the premium decrease resulting from a slower rate of recover of waterfront homes. Although this could be
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explained by consumers behaving more conservatively following a recession, or the income effect, the
performance of the national market for new homes refutes this theory. The US Census Bureau records of
the sale price of new homes annually reflects a strong growth, even between 2010 and 2014. It is assumed
that the purchase of a newly built home is a similar luxury to the purchase of waterfront property, and
demand would be depressed following an economic downturn; this is particularly pertinent as the number
of foreclosed homes (substitutes) was high following the housing market failure. Note, the data used for
comparison of the aggregate housing market in the United States is from the US Census Bureau records
of new homes sold. The sales price also includes the land, which is important as it is primarily the land
value that is considered for this topic.

Figure 2. Values from US Census Bureau.
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Figure 3. Values from Krause. (2014) and US Census Bureau.
As shown by the figure above, (Figure 2 from data from Census Bureau website), the market for
new homes is the only market to surpass values prior to the 2008 housing market failure. This growth
may not be completely representative of an increasing sales price of comparable new homes being built,
as new homes may be increasingly larger. The important note is that consumers are buying increasingly
expensive new homes, but are less interested in buying waterfront property. This implies that the lack of
demand for waterfront property is not due to macroeconomic activity or the income effect, but rather
there is a confounding variable creating a decline in demand.
Increasing Cost of Waterfront Property
The value of waterfront property is not appreciating at its historical rate, or as quickly as the rest
of the housing market. Thus, the premium of waterfront property is decreasing. This is reflective of the
costs of waterfront property ownership and operation increasing. Costs of waterfront property are
increasing as a result of the increasing frequency of severe storms causing flooding in coastal areas,
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Zhang (2015), as well as the increasing costs of flood insurance and the number of properties mandated to
purchase flood insurance.
Costs Predicted to Increase
According to Neuman (2013), significant infrastructure depreciation will occur in the event of
increased flooding and sea level rise. It can be assumed that the property owners in municipalities
experiencing these damages will bear the burden of replacement or repair costs through taxes. Currently,
tax payers across the country are bearing the burden of coastal property damage through the federally
subsidized flood insurance program. Also, tax payers nationwide contribute to disaster relief. Much of
these costs could be reduced through stricter building codes and zoning regulations. Changing the flood
insurance regulations to reduce repetitive loss claims would also help greatly. Roads, bridges, coastal
properties and urban drainage infrastructure can be expected to incur increased stressors and shortened
expected lifetimes as flooding becomes more frequent. Additionally, as sea level rises, so too does the
probability of flooding in new areas, and the likelihood of severe storms which cause flooding.
Tampa Waterfront Study
A study conducted by Dumm, Sirmans, and Smersh, (2016), created a model of the Tampa,
Florida, waterfront housing market. Comparing waterfront properties to similar non-waterfront properties,
the premium for waterfront was established. Additionally, the waterfront category was further divided
into Bay, Canal, River, Lake, and Pond waterfront property and the annual premium over the period 2000
to 2014 was determined for each subcategory. Without differentiating between waterfront types, the
premium for waterfront property was 7.2%.
Distinguishing between waterfront types showed the premiums for different types of waterfront
differed dramatically depending on type of waterfront property. Bay properties had a 115% premium,
Canal 62%, River 47%, Lake 11.3%, and Pond 3.5%. These premiums are reflective of the number of
properties available in each category. The most scarce property type, Bay, had the highest premium,
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whereas the most common, Pond, had the lowest premium. These premiums could have been predicted
with simple law of supply intuition. Unfortunately, it is likely these results are distorted.
The sales volume differential for the different subcategories was immense. Bay properties
experienced a premium of 115%; however the number of sales per year was roughly 20, totaling less than
200 in the 12 year period. On pond sales totaled over 30,000 in the same period and experienced a
premium of 3.5%. Additionally, a note that was made about the comparison of waterfront to nonwaterfront properties of similar characteristics was that the characteristics of Bay properties were difficult
to compare to as these properties typically had amenities to a caliber that no other properties sold in the
period had, making a direct comparison difficult due to the confounding variables.
The most at-risk subcategories for flooding and sea level rise continued to receive the greatest
premium. Additionally, these at-risk properties had an increasing, rather than decreasing premium. The
property types least likely to experience externalities due to sea level rise, Pond properties, actually
experienced a decrease in the premium over the period, while the most at-risk types, Bay and River,
experienced the greatest increase in premium, both over 100%. Attributing externalities of sea level rise
to a decreasing premium for at-risk properties in this location is not possible as the most at-risk properties
experienced the greatest premium increase. Although there were a number of confounding variables in the
study, it does not support the hypothesis at risk areas of flooding and sea level rise will decrease in value.

Data Description
The data used for the Connecticut shoreline analysis was obtained from the University of
Connecticut Center for Real Estate and Urban Economic Studies. The data set was composed of
approximately 1.7 million real estate transactions in Connecticut from January, 1972 to
December, 2017. This was reduced to December, 2005 to December, 2017. December 2005 was
selected to have roughly the same number of observations before and after both the housing
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collapse and Hurricane Sandy. The data set does not continue past 2017. The data was then
further reduced to the four coastal counties of Fairfield, New Haven, Middlesex and New
London, as the study focuses on coastal flooding. The towns were limited to only towns
bordering Long Island Sound: Greenwich, Clinton, Stamford, Westbrook, Darien, Deep River,
Norwalk, Chester, Westport, Essex, Fairfield, Old Saybrook, Bridgeport, Lyme, Stratford, Old
Lyme, Shelton, East Lyme, Milford, Waterford, Orange, New London, West Haven, Montville,
New Haven, Norwich, Hamden, Preston, North Haven, Ledyard, East Haven, Groton, Branford,
Stonington, Guilford, Mystic, Madison, and Niantic.
The individual transactions analyzed were also censored to reduce the potential of
confounding variables. Transactions were limited to property transactions with a price between
$100,000 and $5.7 million. The minimum value was selected to eliminate transactions below
market value such as “gifts” and family transfers. The upper limit was selected as being the third
standard deviation from the average of the data set. Only properties with either three or four
bedrooms and square footage between 100 and 10,000 square feet were analyzed. This reduced
the dataset to roughly 57,000 transactions. Each transaction was then labeled as being in the 100year, 500-year, or neither flood-zone. The properties not located in either flood-zone were then
limited to properties within 800 meters of the coast. This again reduced the data set to roughly
25,000 transactions. The average distance from the coast for the transactions within the 100-year
flood-zone was 698 meters. The average distance for the 500-year flood zone was 1,039 meters.
The average distance for the properties within 800 meters not in a flood zone was 409 meters.
4,788 transactions were within the 100-year flood-zone. 1,734 transactions were within
the 500-year flood-zone. 49,478 transactions were not within either flood-zone. This was
reduced to only 18,203 by limiting these to transactions outside the flood-zone but within 800
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meters of the coast. Of the transactions in the 100-year flood-zone, 3,043 were 3 bedroom, 1,744
were 4 bedrooms. In the 500-year flood-zone, 3,043 were 3 bedroom, and 584 were 4 bedroom.
In the properties not lying in either flood zone 11,334 were 3 bedrooms, and 6,869 were 4
bedrooms. This is a total of 15,527 3 bedroom properties and 9,197 4 bedroom properties.
The average price of properties in the 100-year flood zone was $745,385. The average
price per square foot was $352.27. In the 500-year flood zone the average price was $506,829,
and the average price per square foot was $267.53. For the transactions outside of both floodzones but within 800 meters of the coast the average price was $539,785, and average price per
square foot was $261.38. Aggregating the 25,000 remaining observations price relative to time,
there is a slightly upward trend. Price per square foot relative to time shows a very slightly
downward trend.

Figure 4. Number of transactions in each flood-zone.
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Figure 5. Transaction price relative to time.

Figure 6. Transaction price per square foot relative to time.
The number of transactions each year was comparable enough to not create doubts
regarding the distribution of transactions. Not surprisingly, 2006 and 2007 had the greatest
number of transactions from the sample. This is likely due to the ease in acquiring a loan for a
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home purchase. 2005 is underrepresented as it only includes transactions in the month of
December. The number of transactions each year roughly resembles the housing market prices,
which is beginning to return to 2008 levels.

Figure 7. Number of transactions within the dataset per year.
The number of transactions in 2011, 100-year flood-zone also fell most dramatically, at
the peak of the housing market crisis, roughly 2011. 100-year flood-zone sales in 2011 were less
than half the 2006 level. In the 500-year flood-zone, 2011 sales were roughly 80% of 2006. Sales
in 2011 outside both flood zones were 54% of 2006 levels. This implies that transactions in the
100-year flood zone, the zone with the highest average price, are an elastic good. The number of
transactions in the 500-year flood zone was least affected. It is possible that consumers that
would have otherwise been inclined to purchase more expensive properties in the 100-year flood
zone, presumably closest to the coast, instead substituted properties in the 500-year flood zone,
or outside both zones but still close to the coast.
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Figure 8. Transactions within the 100-year flood-zone.

Figure 9. Transactions within the 500-year flood-zone.
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Figure 10. Transactions within 800m of coast outside flood-zones.
100-year FloodZone
Total Transactions
Pre-Sandy
Post-Sandy

500-year FloodZone

Outside Flood-Zone

2,602
2,185
4,787

1,019
715
1,734

10,787
7,416
18,203

East
West

2,353
2,434
4,787

1,138
596
1,734

12,294
5,909
18,203

East Pre-Sandy
West Pre-Sandy
East Post-Sandy
West Post-Sandy

1,193
1,409
944
1,241
4,787

727
292
411
304
1,734

7,452
3,335
2,574
4,842
18,203

66

71

73

17,831
2,012
3.36
2.24
7.04
20.29
698.12

19,353
1,839
3.34
2.06
6.97
29.41
1,039.22

18,533
1,946
3.38
2.12
7.18
49.93
409.20

Variable mean
Age (years)
Lot size (square
feet)
Interior square feet
Bedrooms
Bathrooms
Rooms
Elevation (feet)
Distance (meters)
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Analysis
A univariate linear regression of the price with respect to time shows the trend of price
for each category: 100-year flood-zone, 500-year, and no flood-zone within 800 meters of the
coast. Additionally, there is a regression of the price per square foot with respect to time to
normalize the size of the properties to the price. The figures below include the price of every
transaction in the dataset over the time period analyzed. The trend of the price has been slightly
increasing, but relative to the price per square foot the price has been decreasing. This implies
property prices may be increasing, but this is could be due to house size increases, while price
per square foot has decreased. This is additionally corroborated by the US Census Bureau report
indicating that the size of new homes is increasing.

Figure 11. Transaction price of entire dataset relative to time.
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Figure 12. Transaction price per square foot relative to time.

Figure 13. Transaction square footage relative to time.
The transactions within the 100-year flood-zone indicate a positive trend for prices. The average
is $745,385, the highest average of the three categories. However, like the trend of the entire
population, the price per square foot within the 100-year flood-zone indicates a slightly
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downward trend. Again, this could be a result of increasing interior square footage, which is
shown to be occurring, without a proportional increase in price.

Figure 14. 100-year flood-zone price relative to time.

Figure 15. 100-year flood-zone price per square foot relative to time.
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Figure 16. 100-year flood-zone interior square footage relative to time.
The 500-year flood-zone price has an upward trend, implying that these properties have
been increasing in value as a result of increasing demand over the time period analyzed. Also,
the price per square foot has also been increasing despite the interior square footage concurrently
increasing. Unlike the 100-year flood-zone properties the price per square foot is increasing
while the property square footage is increasing. This indicates that the properties are continuing
to increase in value not entirely as a result of the increase in square footage.
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Figure 17. 500-year flood-zone price relative to time.

Figure 18. 500-year flood-zone price per square foot relative to time.
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Figure 19. 500-year flood-zone interior square footage relative to time.
Outside of the two flood-zones but within 800 meters of the coast; both price and price
per square foot have been on a downward trend. This implies that demand has fallen for these
types of properties over the time period analyzed. Additionally, the interior square footage has
been increasing, but the value of each additional square foot is falling as price and price per
square foot are declining concurrently with square footage increasing.
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Figure 20. Transaction within 800m of coast not within a flood zone price relative to time.

Figure 21. Transaction within 800m of coast not within a flood zone price per square foot
relative to time.

Figure 22. Transaction within 800m of coast not within a flood zone interior square footage
relative to time.
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Hurricane Sandy Impact
Another metric to determine if consumers are becoming more risk averse is an impact
analysis following an event that would make them very aware of the risks associated with
owning a property with an increased flood-risk. Hurricane Sandy, at the end of October, 2012, is
the point in which consumers could have become more informed and aware of the costs
associated with flood-risk as much of the Connecticut shoreline was affected by the storm. The
same univariate regression is done with price with respect to time, prior to and following the
storm. Unfortunately, the storm occurred at the trough of the housing market collapse, so
properties began to appreciate again immediately after the storm. This is a major confounding
variable. The macroeconomy likely has a larger impact on the values of the property within each
category and the rate of appreciation or depreciation than the risk of flooding.

Figure 23. 100-year flood-zone price prior to Hurricane Sandy.
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The trend of prices prior to the storm is unsurprisingly strongly trending downward. As
an elastic luxury good, during the housing collapse waterfront properties lost value more quickly
and more dramatically than other types of properties. Following the storm prices had a strong
upward trend. This was during the housing market recovery period following the collapse. It is
highly unlikely that the storm made properties within this category more desirable and demanded
than leading up to the storm. These price increases are likely independent of the storm.

Figure 24. 100-year flood-zone price following Hurricane Sandy.
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Figure 25. 500-year flood-zone price prior to Hurricane Sandy.
Again, similar to the prices in the 100-year flood-zone, the transactions in the 500-year
flood-zone shows a decline prior to the storm. This is likely due to the decline in value of all
properties nationwide. Interestingly, the 500-year flood-zone properties, with a lower average
price than the 100-year flood-zone properties of $506,829 compared to $745,835, the 500-year
properties are less of a luxury good. Thus, they are less sensitive to macroeconomic shocks than
the 100-year properties, and likely is the reason why the decline is less dramatic than the 100year properties during the housing collapse. Unlike the 100-year flood-zone properties, however,
the 500-year flood-zone properties continued on a downward trend following the storm while the
rest of the real estate market recovered. This is also likely independent of the storm, and
awareness of flood risk and sea level rise. Were consumers becoming more risk averse, they
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would have been more interested in properties in the 500-year flood-zone rather than properties
in the 100-year flood-zone. Another possibility is that as incomes began to increase following the
trough in the housing market, consumers again reverted to purchasing luxury property at a
premium in the 100-year flood-zone, despite the evident risks and costs associated with the
category. It is possible the 500-year flood-zone declined less toward leading to the trough of the
market as consumers that would be in the market for 100-year properties new budget constraints
led them to purchase 500-year properties instead, and as incomes recovered, they returned to
purchasing 100-year properties and less interested in 500-year properties. Regardless, it seems
awareness of flood risk following Hurricane Sandy had little effect on purchasing trends, and
macroeconomic trends were much more influential.

Figure 26. 500-year flood zone price following Hurricane Sandy.
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Figure 27. Transaction within 800m of coast not within a flood zone price prior to Hurricane
Sandy.
The transactions outside flood-zones, but within 800 meters of the shoreline indicated a
negative trend for price prior to Hurricane Sandy; just as the peroperties in 100-year and 500year flood-zones did. The transactions outside both flood-zones continued a negative trend
following the storm, but of a lesser magnitude. The properties within this category would be the
least affected by the storm, and also would have no flood insurance requirements, making them
appear more attractive following the storm. However, they do not appear to have experienced a
dramatic change in demand following the storm. Similar to the 500-year flood-zone properties,
both before and after the storm price is trending down; only properties in the 100-year zone
began to increase in price after the storm, which was not expected as properties within this
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category are presumably the most affected by similar storms, which would have been made
obvious by Sandy.

Figure 28. Transaction within 800m of coast not within a flood zone price following Hurricane
Sandy.
Longitude Comparison
Although the entire southern edge of Connecticut is coastal, the towns selected in the
study are distinct from one another in a number of ways. The western half of Connecticut, in this
study defined as any town within Fairfield or New Haven counties, has the advantage of
proximity to New York City, and gain value from that. Additionally, they are historically
wealthier areas than the eastern coastal counties, Middlesex and New London. For these reasons,
the real estate markets of eastern and western Connecticut may have differing consequences
from the risk of flooding.
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Figure 29. Price per square foot relative to longitude.
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Figure 30. Price relative to longitude.
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The western transactions have the highest price as well as price per square foot, and there
is a clear trend that both trend downwards with distance from New York. Since the two partitions
of the state having such differing real estate markets, it is probable the markets in each area have
reacted differently to the increasing flood risk.
Difference in Difference Analysis
A difference in difference analysis was done on both the eastern and western counties to
identify if the two areas responded differently to the increasing risk. The increasing flood risk
was assumed to be more likely perceived following Hurricane Sandy in October of 2012.
Additionally, the western portion of the state sustained more damage than the eastern portion.
The transactions were categorized “pre-Sandy,” between 2005 and October 20 of 2012, and
“post-Sandy,” between November 10 of 2012 and through 2017. Both average price and average
price per square foot were analyzed.

West
West
After
Difference DiD
P/SF
Before After
Difference DiD Price Before
100 Year 476.50 429.74
-46.76 -16.77 100 Year 1,059,208 1,012,002 -47,206 -49,474
70,937 68,669
500 Year 355.83 381.44
25.60 55.60 500 Year 727,877 798,814
Outside
980,364 982,632
2,268
Outside 439.00 409.01
-29.99
East
P/SF
Before
After
Difference DiD
100 Year
258.16 233.92
-24.24 -10.03
500 Year
218.18 207.83
-10.34 3.87
Outside
187.88 173.67
-14.21

East
Price
Before After Difference DiD
100 Year 454,671 432,200
-22,471 -9,244
500 Year 375,718 365,731
-9,986 3,241
Outside 332,759 319,532
-13,227

The 100-year and 500-year flood-zones were compared to the properties outside of the floodzones, but within 800 meters of the coast. It is assumed that the properties lying outside of the
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flood-zones would not be affected by the increased perception of flood risk, as the properties
within the flood-zones would be. In both the east and west counties, the 100-year flood zone
price and price per square foot declined following Sandy, relative to properties outside the flood
zone. The 500-year flood-zone appreciated relative to the properties outside the flood-zones.
Discussion and Conclusion
The difference in difference indicates that the properties within the 100-year flood-zone
may be discounted as a result of increased awareness for flooding. Properties in the 100-year
flood-zone have declined in price relative to similar properties outside the zones. Comparing the
difference in difference to the average price prior to Hurricane Sandy, properties in western
coastal Connecticut in the 100-year flood-zone seem to be most affected. Interestingly, the 500year flood-zone has appreciated relative to properties outside the flood-zones in both the east and
western counties. This could be a result of consumers formerly interested in 100-year flood-zone
properties choosing a close substitute that is less costly and safer, the 500-year flood-zone
properties. This would shift the demand curve to the right, increasing the price of properties in
that zone, which is what occurred in both partitions.
In the western counties the price of the 500-year flood-zone properties increased most
substantially. The increase of price of the 500-year zone properties, and the decrease in price of
the 100-year flood-zone properties, following Hurricane Sandy, is a good indicator that
consumers are aware and their purchasing preferences are effected by the likelihood of flooding,
as well as the increased costs associated with living in the 100-year flood-zone. As any home
within a federally identified flood-zone mortgaged through an FDIC backed institution requires
flood insurance, one of the costs of living within a flood-zone is easily identifiable. Additionally,
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following Hurricane Sandy, some of the other costs associated with properties within the floodzones became more apparent than prior to the hurricane. These costs may have encouraged some
would-be purchasers of 100-year flood-zone properties to mitigate the likelihood of these costs
arising by purchasing a 500-year flood-zone property. It is evident that more research is required
to fully understand how increased flood risk, or perception thereof, is affecting consumers
purchasing preferences.
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Appendix

Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure

5
6
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Regression

R Squared Value

y = 0.5552x + 554621
y = -0.0079x + 600.72
y = 0.5552x + 554621
y = -0.0079x + 600.72
y = 0.0342x + 555.06
y = 4.2087x + 573261
y = -0.0101x + 764.68
y = 0.0626x - 548.92
y = 18.695x - 256795
y = 0.0037x + 116.87
y = 0.0191x + 1060.1
y = -4.4183x + 720021
y = -0.0094x + 644.9
y = 0.0274x + 830.33
y = -58.842x + 3E+06
y = 48.963x - 1E+06
y = -19.281x + 1E+06
y = -19.999x + 1E+06
y = -42.161x + 2E+06
y = -30.544x + 2E+06
y = -176.82x - 12614
y = -478314x - 3E+07

R² = 2E-06
R² = 0.0025
R² = 2E-06
R² = 0.0025
R² = 0.003
R² = 7E-05
R² = 0.0032
R² = 0.0091
R² = 0.0029
R² = 0.0008
R² = 0.001
R² = 0.0001
R² = 0.0038
R² = 0.002
R² = 0.0035
R² = 0.0015
R² = 0.0011
R² = 0.0005
R² = 0.003
R² = 0.0009
R² = 0.1663
R² = 0.1546
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